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The Dogs



The Dogs → KGB – The Secret Police 
KGB The Dogs

- Base: No. 2 Felix Dzerzhinsky Square.
- Function: foreign intelligence, counterintelligence, 
operative-investigatory activities, guarding the 
State Border of the USSR, guarding the leadership 
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union.

-The protectors of Napoleon. 
-Seem like any old puppies- turn out to be a 
vicious and cruel group.
-Protect leader of the Animalism Party of Animal 
Farm.

-Suppressed resistance: stopped any uprising
-The KGB killed anyone under Stalin's order who 
did not agree with his opinions
-KBG Protected leader Stalin at all times

-Stopped any complaints by scaring with growling
-The dogs killed anyone when ordered by 
Napoleon who did not agree/ obey his opinions
ex- the hens 
-Protected Napoleon 24/7



KGB Suppression and The Dogs

After the eradication of Khrushchev by the KGB 
in 1964, Leonid Brezhnev ordered the State 
and KGB to use harsh suppression methods, 
such as routine house searches to seize 
documents and continual monitoring of 
dissidents, to ensure that Khrushchev's 
theories would not come back and rise up to 
overthrow the Communist Party.  This was 
also to make sure that anyone who 
denounced Stalinism would be suppressed 
and if necessary, killed.

The animals on the farm were 
suppressed from contact with 
Snowball, or any mention of 
Snowball.When the animals 
confessed of being in a link with 
Snowball for various crimes, the 
dogs acted quickly to suppress 
another rebellion and killed those 
animals.

Pg. 92-92 "The four pigs waited, trembling...
Napoleon now called upon them to confess their 
crimes...Without...prompting, they confessed 
that they had been secretly in touch with 
Snowball...collaborated with him in destroying 
the windmill, and that they had entered into an 
agreement to Mr. Frederick...the dogs promptly 
tore their throats out...Three hens...came 
forward and stated that Snowball had appeared 
to them in a dream...to disobey Napoleon's 
orders. They, too, were slaughtered..."

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-1GadTfGFvU

